At 138 pages before notes and bibliography, *Reading sensations in early modern England* is a slim volume, but a valuable one. In six taut chapters, Katharine A Craik adds much to our understanding of gentlemanly reading practices in early modern England, explaining how these experiences (like so many during the time) were caught up in both acts of self-fashioning and questions of embodiment. Craik\'s study builds strongly upon recent work in early modern literary studies concerned with the humoral body, including that of Gail Kern Paster and Michael Schoenfeldt. She responds nimbly to the central claims of both scholars, exploring at once how the porous boundaries of the body were susceptible to outside influences---such as diet, environment, and, in this case, reading material---and also how contemporary ideas about gentlemanly behaviour required aspirational men to regulate carefully their physiological and emotional responses to such influences.

In her first chapter, Craik provides an overview of early modern theories of the passions, using texts such as Thomas Wright\'s *The passions of the mind in general* (1606) to trace "the overlapping histories of reading, bodily sensation and gentlemanly conduct" during this period (p. 12). Arguing that acts of reading were both private experiences and "performative activities" (p. 13), she explores the ways in which reading material could alter the physical makeup of the reader (through the humours via the passions) as well as the ways in which gentlemen readers were expected outwardly to demonstrate moral and physical mettle through their responses to texts.

In chapter two Craik elaborates on the relationship between the general reader and the literary text, examining how contemporary works of rhetorical and literary theory depicted poetry itself as having certain humours and temperaments. Through the interaction between the complexion of the reader and that of the text, positive (but potentially dangerous) reading experiences shaped not just the reader\'s imagination but rather "the entire psychophysical self" (p. 51).

In the final four chapters, Craik delves more specifically into particular literary genres and their concomitant emotional responses, paying close attention to how contemporary writers negotiated the delicate balance between constructive and corrupting reading experiences. In chapter three she investigates Sir Philip Sidney\'s unconventional argument that poetry, rather than history, was the ideal reading material for soldiers, since it encouraged virtuous choler that would inspire them on the battlefield. Chapter four examines the aims of elegy and John Donne\'s conclusion in *The anniversaries* (1611--12) and *Devotions* (1624) that the writing and reading of funerary verses in fact only exacerbated sadness and despair, while chapter five offers an engaging analysis of how Thomas Coryat\'s *Crudities* (1611) uniquely developed the familiar trope of "bibliophagia" (the consumption and digestion of books) into an argument for the value of reading for pleasure.

In chapter six Craik considers the emerging genre of pornography, arguing that such literature was defined less through its erotic content and more through the unsettling physiological changes it could work in its readers. Intriguingly, such worrisome effects did not necessarily include sexual arousal, but rather were more linked to bewildering "sensations such as rapture, transport, and the disorientation caused by losing oneself in fiction" (p. 138). Indeed, in each of the examples of reading Craik explores, it seems that the possibility of losing mastery and control over one\'s passions, humours, and---ultimately---oneself was the gravest danger of all. Such reading experiences threatened early modern ideas about the proper conduct and comportment of the gentleman, suggesting that emotional and physiological self-governance might be beyond the capabilities, as well as the desires, of even the most distinguished men.

Readers coming to *Reading sensations* with a firmly historical point-of-view may find themselves wishing for more contextual information, such as a survey of library holdings among the gentlemen Craik writes about or a broader discussion of literacy during the period. Craik does not get into much specific detail about the production and reception of the texts she examines, but such omissions cannot really be deemed a fault as they are beyond the scope of her project. At heart a literary study, her book excels when offering close, interpretative readings of the texts she has chosen to discuss, and its clear argument and elegant execution make it a rewarding read.
